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The high-pressure (HP) behavior of dioxides is of interest due to their extensive polymorphism and role
as analogs for SiO2, a phase expected to be important in the deep mantles of Earth and terrestrial
exoplanets. Here we report on dynamic ramp compression of quartz-type germanium dioxide GeO2 to
stresses up to 882 GPa, a higher peak stress than previous studies by a factor of 5. X-ray diffraction data
show that HP-PdF2-type GeO2 occurs under ramp loading from 154 to 440 GPa, and this phase persists to
higher pressure than predicted by theory. Above 440 GPa, we observe evidence for transformation to a new
phase of GeO2. Based on the diffraction data, the best candidate for this new phase is the cotunnite-type
structure which has been predicted to be a stable phase of GeO2 above 300 GPa. The HP-PdF2-type and
cotunnite-type structures are important phases in a wide range of AX2 compounds, including SiO2, at
multihundred GPa stresses. Our results demonstrate that ramp compression can be an effective technique
for synthesizing and characterizing such phases in oxides. In addition, we show that pulsed x-ray
diffraction under ramp compression can be used to examine lower-symmetry phases in oxide materials.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevX.13.031025 Subject Areas: Condensed Matter Physics, Geophysics,
Materials Science

I. INTRODUCTION

The high-pressure (HP) behavior of AX2 compounds is
of long-standing interest due to their extensive polymor-
phism and varied transformation pathways [1]. In particu-
lar, GeO2 has attracted considerable attention as an analog
of SiO2 [2], a major expected oxide component of the
interior of terrestrial planets both within and outside the
Solar System. SiO2 undergoes a series of phase transitions
from quartz to coesite to stishovite to the CaCl2-type to
seifertite over the pressure range of Earth’s crust to the
core-mantle boundary. Beyond Earth-mantle conditions,
SiO2 has been experimentally shown to adopt the HP-PdF2-
type (often called pyrite-type) structure at 268 GPa [3].
These progressive phase transitions involve an increase in
the coordination number (CN) of Si from 4 (e.g., in quartz)

to 6 (e.g., in stishovite) to 6 or 6þ 2 in the HP-PdF2
structure. Theoretical studies predict a transition to the
post-HP-PdF2 structure such as a Fe2P -type structure
(CN ¼ 9) to occur around 640 GPa at low temperature
[4,5], or to the α-PbCl2-type structure (cotunnite, CN ¼ 9)
at higher temperatures but similar pressures [4–7].
Recently, it was predicted that an R3̄ phase of SiO2 can
be formed as an intermediate structure with variable
coordination numbers of 6, 8, and 9 at 645–890 GPa
[8]. The higher coordinated phases of SiO2 are potentially
important materials in the interiors of large rocky and
water-rich extrasolar planets which have a wide range of
plausible bulk compositions and higher interior pressure
and temperature conditions than Earth [9,10].
At high pressures and temperatures, GeO2 exhibits a

similar phase transition sequence as SiO2 from argutite
[(rutile-type ðP42=mnmÞ] to the CaCl2-type ðPnnmÞ, fol-
lowed by the α-PbO2-type ðPbcnÞ, and finally a HP-PdF2-
type ðPa3̄Þ phase up to 130 GPa [2,11–13]. The lower
transformation pressures compared to SiO2 are related to the
larger ionic radius ofGe4þ relative to Si4þ. No post-HP-PdF2
phase has been previously observed experimentally.
Structures with the space group Pa3̄ are commonly

observed in materials at high pressures including in a
number of dioxides (SiO2 [3], SnO2 [14], PbO2 [15], and
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FeO2 [16]). There are two structures with the space group
Pa3̄: the pyrite-type (FeS2) and the high-pressure PdF2-type
(HP-PdF2). They can be distinguished by whether there is
anion-anion bonding (pyrite) or not (HP-PdF2). The Pa3̄-
type oxides are commonly referred to as the pyrite type
[3,12]; however, based on bond distances, GeO2 and SiO2

are not expected to have O-O interactions [12,17,18]. Thus,
it is more appropriate to refer to the high-pressure Pa3̄-type
oxides as the HP-PdF2-type structure.
In the HP-PdF2-type structure the cations are arranged in

a distorted corner-sharing octahedral environment (see
Fig. S1 of Supplemental Material [19]). The HP-PdF2-type
and post-HP-PdF2 phases have yet to be identified under
dynamic compression in any oxide materials. Theoretical
calculations predict transformation to post-HP-PdF2-type
phases in GeO2 including the orthorhombic cotunnite-type
(Pnam) at ∼300 GPa and the hexagonal Fe2P-type (P6̄2m)
structure at ∼600 GPa [18]. In the cotunnite-type structure,
the CN of the Ge cation is 9 and the oxygen ions adopt a
distorted hexagonally close-packed arrangement generat-
ing tricapped trigonal prisms sharing an edge along the a
axis and parallel to the c axis. In the Fe2P-type structure,
the Ge cations are also coordinated to 9 oxygens forming
tricapped trigonal prisms which are connected to each other
by edge sharing along the a direction and by face sharing
along the c direction (Fig. S1 [19]).
The behavior of amorphous GeO2 has been extensively

studied at high pressures as a model system for under-
standing coordination changes and amorphous structures in
a low-pressure analog for silicate glass [20–25]. Above
90 GPa, the CN of GeO2 glass is reported in one study to be
greater than 7, which exceeds that of the HP-PdF2-type
structure [23]. Other work has reported a HP-PdF2-like
structure and compressibility of the glass above 100 GPa
[24,25]. A detailed understanding of crystalline GeO2

phases is useful in interpreting observations of amorphous
counterparts at very high pressure [24,26,27].
Ramp compression is a dynamic-loading technique that

can compress materials to the terapascal pressure range
within the solid state, far in excess of pressures attainable in
conventional static compression experiments [28]. Ramp
loading is analogous to compressing a material by a series
of weak shocks, thereby greatly reducing the heating
arising from the increased entropy associated with single-
shock compression. Ramp compression, in combination
with in situ x-ray diffraction (XRD), allows for the
observation of the atomic-level structure of materials up
to∼2 TPa [28–35]. Studies of the atomic-level structures of
high-pressure phases formed under dynamic compression
at hundreds of GPa pressures have so far mostly been
restricted to high-symmetry phases and simple phase
transitions such as the fcc-hcp-bcc phases of elemental
metals (Al, Fe, Au, Mo, Sn, etc.) [29–32,36,37] or B3-B1-
B2 phases of binary compounds (MgO, FeO, and SiC)
[33–35]. More generally, the atomic-level structure

achieved in oxides and silicates under dynamic loading
(both shock and ramp) to Mbar pressures and beyond is
poorly constrained [38–40]. Phase transitions are observed
to occur under shock loading for many minerals, but the
in situ atomic structure of the high-pressure phases are
largely unknown [40].
In this study, GeO2 is examined by x-ray diffraction

under ramp compression to nearly 900 GPa, more than
5 times the pressures reached in previous static and shock
compression studies on this material. Our diffraction data
provide experimental evidence for the persistence of the
HP-PdF2-type structure up to 440 GPa followed by a phase
transition to a post-HP-PdF2-type phase consistent with the
cotunnite-type structure.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Target assembly and laser-driven compression

Polycrystalline α-quartz-type GeO2 (Aldrich,>99.998%
purity) is ground until the grain size is reduced to a few
microns. The phase and purity of the sample are confirmed
by Raman spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction [11]. The
sample powder is compressed to 3 GPa in a diamond-anvil
cell producing 10–19-μm-thick pellets. This resulted in
low-porosity (∼3.6%) aggregates as estimated from scan-
ning electron microscopy images [41] (see Supplemental
Material Fig. S2 [19]). The sample pellet is glued between a
diamond ablator and a LiF window for low-stress experi-
ments (<400 GPa) [Fig. 1(a)] or between two diamonds for
high-stress experiments (>400 GPa) [inset of Fig. 2(a)].
The high-stress targets also contain a thin Au layer (∼1 μm
thick) which acts as a shield to prevent heating by x rays
emitted from the drive plasma. All layers are attached with
∼1-μm-thick epoxy layers. Ta, W, or Fe foils (75
75–150 μm thick) with a 300-μm-diameter aperture are
attached to the back of the target package [see Fig. 1(a) and
Table S1 of the Supplemental Material [19] ]. These are
used for x-ray collimation and to provide reference dif-
fraction lines for calibrating the x-ray diffraction geometry.
LiF has been previously reported to remain transparent

when compressed to at least 800 GPa under ramp loading
[42], but loses transparency at ∼400 GPa under laser-
driven shock compression [42]. In our ramp experiments,
LiF is observed to become opaque above ∼400–450 GPa.
This can be explained by steepening of the ramp into a
shock wave after it enters into the LiF window. For this
reason, the use of LiF windows is restricted to lower-stress
conditions.
Ramp-compression experiments are performed using the

Omega-60 and Omega-EP laser facilities at the Laboratory
for Laser Energetics at the University of Rochester. At
Omega-60, 3–6 laser pulses (1–3.7 ns in duration) are
staggered in time to produce a composite ramp-shaped pulse
(see Fig. S5 in Supplemental Material [19]). At Omega-EP,
a single beam is used to create a 10-ns duration pulse
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[Fig. 1(b)]. Distributed phase plates are used to produce an
800- or 1100-μm focal spot with a super-Gaussian profile.
The peak laser drive irradiance in these experiments ranges
from 1.1 × 1013 to 6.6 × 1013 W=cm2. The ramped shapes
are tuned to avoid strong shock formation in the sample. The
laser pulses generate ablation-pressure compression waves
which propagate through the target assembly. Multiple wave
reverberations at the sample layer boundaries contribute to
produce uniform high-stress conditions in the sample for
about 1–2 ns near peak compression (see Fig. 2 herein and
Fig. S5 in Supplemental Material [19]).

B. In situ x-ray diffraction measurements

A 1–2-ns pulse of quasimonochromatic helium-α (Heα) x
rays is generated by irradiating foils of Fe (Heα ¼
6.683 keV), Cu (Heα¼ 8.368 keV), Zn (Heα ¼ 8.975 keV),
orGe (Heα ¼ 10.249 keV) using 16–18beamswith energies
of 400–500 J=beam atOmega-60or 1–3 beamswith energies

of 1250–1950 J=beam at Omega-EP [43]. The foils are
positioned 17–24 mm from the target and at 22.5°
(Omega-EP) or 45° (Omega-60) from the target normal.
The laser pulses are timed to generate x rays for probing the
sample at predicted peak stress conditions. Diffracted x rays
are recorded on image plate detectors positioned behind the
sample. Metal filters (12.5-μm-thick Fe, Cu or 50–100-μm-
thick Al) are used to attenuate higher energy lines including
Hα, Heβ, and Heγ x rays, and the bremsstrahlung x-ray
background from the drive plasma [43]. The XRD pattern
recorded onto the image plates are projected into 2θ-ϕ space
(2θ is the scattering angle andϕ is the azimuthal angle around
the incident x-ray beam).A sensitive nonlinear iterative peaks
(SNIP) algorithm [44] is used to subtract the background.
Interplanar d spacings are determined from the measured
diffraction angles using Bragg’s law: λ ¼ 2d sinðθÞ, where λ
is the x-ray wavelength. All image plates and the integrated
diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. S3 [19]. The uncertainty
in the d spacings includes the following sources: (1) variation

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

FIG. 1. Experimental setup and representative results from laser-driven ramp compression combined with x-ray diffraction.
(a) Schematic target assembly for low-stress experiments consisting of a diamond ablator, GeO2 sample, and Al-coated LiF window
attached to a metal foil with an aperture. (b) Drive laser pulse for shot no. 34587 (blue trace). X rays are generated using a 2 ns square
pulse (red trace). (c) The extracted interface velocity history for shot no. 34587 from each of two VISARs (red and orange traces) is used
to determine sample stress (blue trace) during the x-ray probe period (gray dotted lines). The stress in this experiment is 321(13) GPa.
(d) Projection of representative image plate data into d-spacing ϕ coordinates, where ϕ is the azimuthal angle around the incident x-ray
beam. The yellow vertical dashed lines indicate diffraction peaks from the uncompressed tungsten foil used for calibrating the image
plates. The green ellipse shows single-crystal Laue diffraction from LiF which can be identified as highly textured, localized peaks in
contrast to the extended lines of GeO2. The red arrows indicate the diffraction peaks from the HP-PdF2-type structure of GeO2. An
integrated one-dimensional diffraction pattern is shown at the top.
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in the measured value of 2θ as a function of azimuthal angle
(ϕ), (2) uncertainty in fitting the sample peak positions to
Gaussian profiles, (3) the uncertainty in the measured thick-
nessof each layer in the target package, and (4) theuncertainty
in the incident x-ray wavelength (<0.01 Å) [43]. Diffraction
lines from the sample are compared to expected peak
positions for candidate structures, allowing them to be
indexed. The unit cell volume and density of GeO2 are
obtained using weighted least-squares fitting from the
observed d spacings. The resultant d spacings and densities
and their uncertainties for the best fitting structures are given
in Supplemental Material Tables S2 and S3 [19].

C. Optimized x-ray sources for x-ray
diffraction at the Omega laser facility

In order to enhance the x-ray intensity of the low-
symmetry structure, we implement modifications to the
conventional experimental configuration. These modifica-
tions include (1) the relocation of the x-ray source to a
position closer to the sample, from 24.14 to 17 mm, which
results in a twofold increase in x-ray flux; (2) an improve-
ment in sample preparation techniques to enable the
fabrication of dense, low-porosity samples by a diamond-
anvil cell; and (3) the use of thick samples, with a thickness
of up to approximately 20 μm, in order to maximize
diffraction intensity while avoiding the formation of shock
waves within the sample and maintaining maximum uni-
form stress. If the sample is excessively thick, the ramp
wave steepens to form a shock which could result in sample
melting or difficulty in determining the compression
history of the sample.
Furthermore, we have made continuous improvements in

recent years to enhance the ability to record diffraction
from low-Z, low-symmetry materials at high stress. These
improvements involve optimizing x-ray source foils and
geometric parameters, improving filtering, and using effec-
tive combinations of x-ray sources and pinhole material
[43]. In particular, the development of a higher energy Ge
Heα source provides greater spectral decoupling from the
drive plasma x ray, allowing the use of thicker filters in
front of image plates and improving the results of higher-
stress shots (above ∼500 GPa). We have also developed the
analysis code for the velocity interferometer system for any
reflector (VISAR) and diffraction that can correct system-
atic errors to pinhole and sample 2θ, improve the nonlinear
background subtraction algorithm, and better identify and
locate the positions of sample and pinhole diffraction
lines [44,45].

D. Stress determination

The velocity at the interface between the sample and the
LiF window (for low-stress shots, <400 GPa) or the free-
surface velocity of the rear diamond (for high-stress shots,
>400 GPa) is measured using a line-imaging VISAR [46]
to determine the stress history within the sample [Figs. 1(b)
and 2]. The VISAR, using a 532-nm laser, monitors the
Doppler shifts reflected from the accelerating surface as a
function of time through a rear aperture in the target
assembly. Two VISAR channels with different velocity
sensitivities (see Table S1 in Supplemental Material [19])
are used to remove velocity ambiguities in the fringe signal.
Example velocity profiles and their calculated stress his-
tories are shown in Figs. 1(c), 2(b), and 2(d).
For targets with a LIF window, the VISAR records an

apparent GeO2-LiF interface particle velocity which is
corrected for the stress-induced change in refractive index
of LiF to obtain the true interface particle velocity [47,48]
[Fig. 1(c)]. The stress history within the sample is

FIG. 2. Timing and stress determination for a representative
GeO2 ramp-compression experiment (shot no. 34583) using a
diamond window. (a) Drive laser pulse shape (blue). X rays are
generated using 1 ns square pulses (red trace). The inset shows
the target assembly for high-stress experiments (>400 GPa).
(b) Interferogram from the VISAR records diamond free-surface
velocity (red and orange curves) that is used to determine the
stress history within the sample. (c) Calculated stress distribution
within the target assembly as a function of time determined by the
backward characteristics analysis (see Sec. II D). The horizontal
dashed lines represent the material layers in Lagrangian coor-
dinates. (d) Calculated stress history of the GeO2 sample as a
function of time. The vertical dashed lines represent stress states
over the x-ray probe period. The inset shows the histogram of
GeO2 stress states (upper) and that of the Monte Carlo
analysis (lower).
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determined assuming that ramp loading can be approxi-
mated as an isentropic compression pathway and, as such,
that the thermodynamic parameters propagate at the local
sound speed. The stress conditions are calculated by
solving a grid of forward- and backward-propagating
characteristics with the boundary conditions at the sample-
LiF interface [49,50]. The tabular equations of state (EOS)
required for this analysis were taken either from the
SESAME [51] or Livermore (LEOS) [49] libraries. We
use SESAME no. 7271v3 for LiF and no. 7830 for
diamond. There is no available EOS table for quartz-type
GeO2. As a consequence, the LEOS table for Ti (no. 722) is
chosen as a substitute as its pressure-particle velocity
relationship is intermediate between those of rutile-type
and GeO2 glass (see Fig. S4 [19]). Note that the stress
conditions calculated within the sample are largely insensi-
tive to the sample EOS after several reverberations between
the boundary of layers of the sample. For targets with a
diamond window, the free-surface velocity [Fig. 2(b)] is
used as a boundary condition for a backward characteristics
analysis to calculate stress using the previously measured
pressure-density-particle velocity relationships for diamond
[49,50,52,53]. No correction has been made between
the longitudinal stress and the corresponding hydrostatic
pressure as the strength of GeO2 under these conditions is
unknown.
The uncertainties in the stress are determined using a

MonteCarlo (MC) routine that performs 1000 characteristics
calculations for each shot. The MC simulation includes the
following uncertainties: (1) uncertainty in the measured
thickness of each layer in the target package (∼1 μm);
(2) uncertainty in the particle velocities (up) and
Lagrangian sound speed (CL) calculated from the equations
of state for LiF, Ti, and diamond (2%); (3) uncertainty in the
velocity determinationVISAR (5%of thevelocity-per-fringe
constant); and (4) uncertainty in the timing of the x-ray probe
(60 ps uncertainty) [30]. For stresses above 800 GPa, the
uncertainty in the diamond EOS is increased to 5% to reflect
greater uncertainty as the measured diamond ramp-
compression data extend only up to 800 GPa [52]. Each
MC iteration propagates these inputs through forward-
and backward- or backward-propagating characteristics
(depending on whether a LiF or diamond window is used)
and extracts the pressure distribution within the sample
during the x-ray probe time. The stress distribution is fit
to a Gaussian distribution and its uncertainty is determined
from the standard deviation of the fit. Shots with multimodal
stress distributions may occur due to imperfectly predicted
optimum x-ray probe time. If the x-ray probe pulse is slightly
mistimed during peak pressure, the sample may experience
regions with different stresses due to the ramp loading
process. In such a case, the total stress distribution is fit to
a small number of Gaussians.
A systematic correction needs to be applied to targets

with diamond windows as the strength of diamond upon

unloading is unknown. There are two end-member cases:
either the diamond retains its strength upon unloading or it
undergoes a strength collapse and has no strength upon
unloading. In our analysis, we assume that the diamond’s
strength is maintained during both compression and release
along the reversible isentropic path. This assumption may
result in a systematic underestimation of the final stress if
strength collapse occurs [32]. Hydrodynamic simulations
show a difference in the sample stresses between two cases
up to 50 GPa. As a result, an additional positive 50 GPa is
added in quadrature to the stress uncertainty for samples with
diamond windows resulting in an asymmetric error bar. The
laser power, stress history, and velocity profiles for all shots
are shown in Fig. S5 of the Supplemental Material [19].

III. RESULTS

Sixteen shots are performed on GeO2 covering the stress
range 154(19)–882(28) GPa. Representative x-ray diffrac-
tion data are shown in Fig. 3 and the full set of diffraction

FIG. 3. Representative XRD images (upper) and integrated
one-dimensional diffraction patterns (lower) for ramp-
compressed GeO2. (a) The red arrows indicate the diffraction
peaks from the sample. The green ellipse shows single-crystal
Bragg diffraction from diamond, which can be identified as
highly textured, localized peaks compared to the extended lines
of GeO2. Yellow dashed lines denote diffraction from the Ta or W
pinhole substrate. (b) Pink and blue shaded peaks show the
observed GeO2 diffraction lines compared with the calculated
diffraction pattern for the HP-PdF2-type structure at 225 GPa (red
dashed line) and cotunnite-type structure at 622 GPa (blue dashed
line), respectively. “C” denotes a single-crystal spot correspond-
ing to the green ellipse.
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images are contained in the Supplemental Material (Fig. S3
[19]). At stresses up to 440ð−14;þ52Þ GPa, 1–5 sample
diffraction lines are observed and these define consistent
trends in d spacing as a function of stress (Fig. 4). As the
cubic Pa3̄-type phase (HP-PdF2-type) is observed in static
experiments to 120 GPa [11] and theoretically predicted to
remain stable above 200 GPa [18], we first attempt to index
our observed data to this structure. Figure 4 compares the
expected d spacings for the HP-PdF2-type phase (red lines)
determined from 300 K static EOS data [11] and extrapo-
lated at pressures above 120 GPa (dashed lines). The
observed diffraction lines from 154 to 440 GPa are
consistent with the expected positions for the HP-PdF2-
type structure. For the shot at 372(16) GPa, as many as five
sample diffraction lines corresponding to the (111), (002),
(021), (022), and (113) reflections of the HP-PdF2-type
structure are observed allowing for redundant constraints
on the lattice parameter and density of this cubic phase
(see Fig. 4 herein and Table S2 of the Supplemental
Material [19]). Figure 5 compares the density of GeO2

in the HP-PdF2-type phase with extrapolations of previous
300 K static data (red dashed lines) for this structure
[11,18] showing good overall agreement.

At 498(29) GPa, only two diffraction peaks are observed
as the reflections assigned to (021) and (022) at lower
stresses are not detected. One of two observed peak is at
around ∼1.3 Å, which cannot be indexed using the
HP-PdF2 structure. The (002) peak of the HP-PdF2-type
phase is not apparent above 440 GPa, and the stress
dependence of the d spacing of (111) peak undergoes a
subtle shift to lower d spacings. Taken together, this is a
clear indication of a change in the diffraction patterns at
498 GPa and above, indicating a structural transition. At
428–440 GPa where only 1–2 diffraction peaks are
observed at each stress, a mixed-phase region may exist.
In experiments above 498 GPa, three diffraction peaks are
consistently observed up to the highest stress, 882(28) GPa.
These three lines follow a consistent trend of d spacings
under compression (Fig. 4).
To investigate possible structures, we examine candidate

post-HP-PdF2 phases such as theR3̄ phase [8] and the Fe2P-
type phase [18], but the densities calculated from assigning
the observed diffraction peaks to these phases are much less
than the expected density range of the Fe2P-type structure
(Fig. S6 in Supplemental Material [19]). Furthermore, the
calculated densities of these are generally smaller than the
expected density of the HP-PdF2-type structure. These
phases can thus be ruled out as a high-pressure phase
transition should not result in a volume increase.
We also consider the cotunnite-type phase as a candidate

structure as this is predicted to be the thermodynamically
stable phase of GeO2 above 300 GPa [18]. Two of the
observed peaks can be indexed as (120) and (211) reflec-
tions of the cotunnite-type phase, which are expected to be
high-intensity reflections of the cotunnite-type phase in
other dioxides [14,15,54]. The other peak occurs at d
spacings near those expected for the nearly overlapping
(002) and (040) reflections which are predicted to be
moderate-intensity reflections (Fig. 4).
Three peaks are the minimum number required to

constrain the lattice parameters of an orthorhombic struc-
ture. In this case, we use the (120), (211), and combined
(002) and (040) to obtain cotunnite lattice parameters
(Fig. 6), with one observed peak assigned simultaneously
to the (002) and (040) reflections. Alternative fits where the
third peak is assigned to either the (002) or (040) reflection
of the cotunnite-type phase are shown in Fig. S7 [19].
The three reflections are consistently observed for GeO2

between 507(22) and 882(28) GPa (Fig. 4), suggesting the
high-pressure phase persists over this region. The lattice
parameters of the cotunnite-type unit cell determined from
our data are compared with those predicted by computer
simulations [18] in Fig. 6. For one shot at 507(22) GPa, five
diffraction peaks are observed and assigned to the (120),
(111), (211), (031), and ð040Þ=ð002Þ reflections of the
cotunnite-type structure (Fig. 4 herein and Fig. S3 in
Supplemental Material [19]). An additional weak
peak observed at 1.51(1) Å cannot be explained by the

FIG. 4. Measured d spacings as a function of stress for GeO2.
The red and blue circles represent the observed diffraction
peaks assigned to HP-PdF2 structure from 154(19) to 440ð−17;
þ52Þ GPa or to the cotunnite-type structure above 498(29) GPa.
The red lines are predicted d spacings from the HP-PdF2-type
structures based on extrapolations of lower-pressure experimental
data [11]. The blue lines are calculated d spacings from the
cotunnite-type structure based on our work (see Fig. 6) compared
with those from ab initio calculations (gray bands) [18]. The
purple shaded region shows the range of the possible transition
region. The d spacing for the diamond (111) peak, calculated
from the ramp equation of state [52] and extrapolated to pressure
higher than 800 GPa, is shown as the black curve. Gray error bars
represent an additional positive stress uncertainty GeO2 due to
uncertainty in the strength of diamond. An unindexed peak at
507 GPa is shown as yellow.
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cotunnite-type structure (Fig. S3 [19]). This peak is not
detected at any other pressures.
The observed diffraction peaks are generally consistent

with the predicted cotunnite-type structure (gray band)
from ab initio density functional theory (DFT) although our
observed d spacing for (120) deviates from the calculated
values from DFT (Fig. 4). This possibly indicates the effect
of deviatoric stress on the lattice parameters of the
anisotropic cotunnite-type structure at high stress, or
uncertainty in the theoretical calculations. The d spacings
of the cotunnite phase (blue lines in Fig. 4) are calculated
by fitting our ramp-compression data to a linearized Birch-
Murnaghan equation [55] which is used here as a conven-
ient fitting curve. The axial moduli are fixed at values
obtained from numerical simulations at 0 K using the local
density approximation of DFT at pressures between 300
and 700 GPa [18] (see Fig. 6 herein and Table S4 of the
Supplemental Material [19]). The calculated d spacings and
intensities of the cotunnite-type GeO2 at 600 GPa inferred
from our experimental data are listed in Table S5 of the
Supplemental Material [19]. The lattice parameters
obtained from our data are compared with those predicted
by theory [18] in Fig. 6. Nonhydrostatic stress under
dynamic loading may affect the lattice parameters as

observed in other studies [40,56,57]. The corresponding
densities (shown as blue symbols) are larger than those of
the HP-PdF2-type phase and are generally consistent with
DFT at 0 K (Fig. 5) [18].
As an additional test of our peak assignment, we

compare the GeO2 diffraction data to an experiment
conducted on tin dioxide SnO2 at 137(13) GPa under ramp
loading using a nearly identical experimental procedure
(Fig. S8 [19]). GeO2 and SnO2 are both group 14 dioxides,
and expected to have similar phase transitions, but occur-
ring at lower pressures in SnO2 due to its larger ionic
radius. The cotunnite-type phase of SnO2 has been exper-
imentally observed over the range from 54 to 203 GPa at
high temperature [14,54] and is theoretically predicted to
be stable up to 600 GPa [54]. Thus, cotunnite is the
expected phase at 137 GPa. As shown in Fig. S8 [19], we
observe three diffraction lines from SnO2 at this stress
which have similar relative positions to the three peaks
observed in our GeO2 data above 498 GPa, suggesting the
two materials are adopting the same structure. The three
peaks from SnO2 can also be indexed to the (120), (211),
and ð004Þ=ð020Þ reflections from the cotunnite-type struc-
ture as found for GeO2. The calculated density for this
experiment on ramp-compressed SnO2 is 11.4ð5Þ g=cm3

which is within ∼0.2% of that predicted from previous

FIG. 5. Density of GeO2 as a function of stress. The density of
ramp-compressed GeO2 is determined assuming an HP-PdF2-
type (red) and cotunnite-type structure (blue). These are com-
pared with the range of densities obtained from first principles
calculations [HP-PdF2 [11] (red), cotunnite [18] (blue), and Fe2P
[18] (green) shaded regions, the latter of which nearly overlaps
the cotunnite region]. Open symbols are static diamond-anvil cell
(DAC) data [11]. Previous shock compression data [20] (gray
circles) are also plotted. The stress ranges of the phase trans-
formation from the HP-PdF2-type structure to the cotunnite-type
structure from theory [18] and this work, and further transition to
Fe2P-type structure [18] from theory, are shown as the black
dashed line, purple shaded region, and gray shaded region,
respectively. Gray error bars represent an additional positive
stress uncertainty GeO2 due to uncertainty in the strength of
diamond.

FIG. 6. Lattice parameters of cotunnite-type GeO2 as a function
of stress (blue symbols). The open symbols are from density
functional theory calculations (DFT) at 0 K [18]. The lattice
parameters are constrained from the observed diffraction lines
which are assigned to (120), (211), and (002) and (040)
reflections of the cotunnite-type structure of GeO2. The lattice
parameters assuming the peak is assigned to either (020) and
(004) reflection of the cotunnite-type structure of GeO2 are
shown in Figure S7 of Supplemental Material [19]. The blue
curves are from fitting our ramp-compressed data to a linearized
Birch-Murnaghan equation [55]. Gray error bars represent an
additional positive stress uncertainty GeO2 due to uncertainty in
the strength of diamond.
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studies [14,54]. Thus, the diffraction data for SnO2 are
consistent with the expected cotunnite structure for this
material, and the similarity of the diffraction data suggests
that GeO2 adopts the same phase. This supports our
conclusion that the diffraction data for the post-HP-PdF2
phase of GeO2 are most consistent with the cotunnite-type
structure.
It should be noted that the (111) reflection of cotunnite-

type GeO2, which is expected to have strong intensity
(Table S5 [19]), is not observed in our experiments except
the shot at 507(22) GPa. The reason for the differences in
this shot compared to others above 498 GPa is unknown.
This reflection is also absent in ramp-compressed SnO2 at
137 GPa (Fig. S8 [19]). The failure to detect this peak in
these materials might be a consequence of texture develop-
ment under nonhydrostatic loading on the nanosecond
timescales of ramp-compression experiments. The intensity
of the (111) reflection of the cotunnite-type phase has been
observed to be relatively weaker than expected in other
oxides in static compression experiments in which trans-
formation to the cotunnite-type structures occurs under
room-temperature compression [58,59].
The higher laser-drive energies used to achieve higher

in situ stresses increases the ablation background resulting
in a diminished signal-to-noise ratio for the diffraction
pattern, which may prevent the observation of more than a
few high-intensity diffraction peaks. The limited number of
observed diffraction peaks makes it difficult to unambig-
uously identify lower-symmetry phases under laser-driven
ramp compression. Despite this limitation, the cotunnite-
type structure best matches the observed diffraction peaks
in terms of d spacings, lattice parameters, and densities.
Furthermore, the temperature under ramp loading lies
between the principal Hugoniot and isentrope, indicating
that ramp-compressed materials can be less dense than
predicted using first principle calculation at 0 K. An
estimate of lower-bound temperatures achieved in our
experiments is shown in Fig. 7.
In the highest stress shot at 882 GPa, the diffraction

peaks from the Ta pinhole material are not observed
(Figs. S3 and S9 [19]). This is likely because the absorption
edge of Ta (L3 ¼ 9.881 keV) is just below the Heα energy
(10.249 keV) of Ge resulting in preferential absorption of
the incident radiation. The 2θ values could still be esti-
mated by using the geometric calibration parameters from
the previous shot which used the same experimental
configuration. The accuracy of the transferred calibration,
however, is limited due to small positional variation of the
placement of the x-ray source and the image plates. Hence,
while the data from this shot are only semiquantitative, they
are consistent with the trend of the lower-pressure data.
Three diffraction lines are again observed at this pressure
that can be assigned to the (120), (211), and ð040Þ=ð002Þ
reflections of cotunnite. The d spacings of the observed
peaks are consistent with extrapolation of lower-pressure

data. However, the diffraction data for this shot only
provide a guide for phase identification but do indicate
that the phase observed above 498 GPa remains stable to as
high as 882 GPa.

IV. DISCUSSION

Because of the ability to achieve extreme compression
without melting, laser-based ramp compression has opened
new opportunities to use pulsed x-ray diffraction to
examine crystal structures formed at extreme conditions,
far beyond the limits of conventional static compression
experiments [64]. To date, only a few studies have been
performed on geological materials that are relevant to rocky
exoplanetary mantles. Transformation to the B2 CsCl-type
phase has been observed at multihundred GPa pressures in
MgO and FeO [33,34]. SiC adopts the B1 NaCl structure
over the range from 0.14 to 1.507 TPa [35]. Diamond
was not observed to undergo any phase transitions up to
2 TPa [28].
A recent study of laser-shocked polycrystalline stishov-

ite revealed no phase transformations and remarkable
persistence of the rutile-type structure to 336 GPa, well
beyond its expected stability limit of ∼60 GPa [56].
Furthermore, shock-compression studies on silicates with
in situ x-ray diffraction have observed transformation to

FIG. 7. Phase diagram of GeO2 with phase boundaries [60–62],
estimated Hugoniot of amorphous [63] and rutile-type GeO2, and
predicted thermodynamic paths. The theoretical Hugoniot (rutile)
is calculated from the thermodynamic parameters listed in
Table S6 of Supplemental Material [19]. The blue curves indicate
the stress and temperature paths along the principal isentrope and
an initial shock (∼84 GPa) followed by isentropic compression as
a lower bound in this work. The blue dashed line indicates the
estimated stress for the phase boundary between HP-PdF2 phase
to cotunnite-type phase of GeO2 from this work. Because of the
unknown strength of GeO2, the temperature conditions under
ramp loading are uncertain and the shockþ isentrope curve
serves as a lower bound.
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amorphous, not crystalline, phases above 80 GPa [38,40].
Shock melting occurs below 200 GPa for many oxides and
silicates. Thus, shock compression is restricted in its ability
to synthesize and characterize high-pressure crystalline
phases of silicates at extreme conditions (>100 GPa).
Our work shows the advantages of ramp compression to
constrain the phase transitions and atomic-level structures
of geological materials from multihundreds of GPa through
TPa pressures [35].
Previous dynamic compression data on GeO2 are

limited to shock experiments on rutile-type and amor-
phous GeO2 up to 160 GPa with evidence for a high-
pressure phase transition at 70–90 GPa [20]. GeO2 glass
has been the subject of extensive static high-pressure
studies reaching up to 133 GPa with conflicting evidence
reported for development of coordination numbers greater
than six [23–25]. At higher pressures, theoretical studies
predict crystalline transformations in GeO2 to a cotunnite-
type structure at ∼300 GP and to an Fe2P-type structure at
600 GPa [18].
Our study shows that under ramp compression of the α-

quartz-type GeO2, the HP-PdF2-type structure can be
synthesized and persists up to 440 GPa, well above the
theoretically predicted transformation pressure. This indi-
cates that the HP-PdF2-type structure of GeO2 may be a
metastable phase above 300 GPa, or that theoretical studies
need to be reevaluated. Recent studies on ramp-compressed
silicon also reveal that higher pressure than predicted by
theory is required for a phase transition [65]. This shows
that ramp compression can be used to synthesize theoreti-
cally predicted stable high-pressure phases in dioxides,
although overpressurization may be needed relative to
thermodynamic equilibrium phase boundaries.
We further observe evidence for a post-HP-PdF2-type

phase between 498 and 882 GPa. Our diffraction data are
best explained by the formation of the cotunnite-type
structure. Our results thus show that laser-based ramp
compression can produce new phases with very large
cation coordination increases from 4 (the α-quartz-type
phase starting material) to 9 (the cotunnite-type phase).
Identifying low-symmetry phases is challenging when

using pulsed x-ray diffraction at extreme pressures. The
strong x-ray background produced by the drive plasma
combined with the limited fluence of laser-based x-ray
sources and the short integration time make it very
challenging to observe more than a few peaks. This is
especially true for low atomic number materials such as
silicates. In this study, we are able to consistently detect
three or more diffraction peaks across a range of stress
conditions up to the peak pressure. The diffraction data are
consistent with the orthorhombic cotunnite-type phase and
inconsistent with other possible high-pressure phases (of
rhombohedral or hexagonal symmetry). This demonstrates
that the detection of low-symmetry phases in low-Z
compounds is feasible. As x-ray diffraction techniques

under ramp compression advance and new facilities (e.g.,
the NIF, Laser Megajoule) develop, the capabilities for
these kinds of studies will only improve and will likely
allow studies on lower-Z materials such as SiO2 and other
silicates.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The ultrahigh-pressure phases of SiO2 are important for
understanding the dynamics of the lower mantles and at
the core-mantle boundaries of large rocky planets. GeO2 is
considered to be a useful analog material for SiO2 [2].
Here we examine the crystal structure of GeO2 under ramp
loading with in situ x-ray diffraction. The GeO2 α-quartz
starting materials have transformed to the cubic HP-PdF2-
type (Pa3̄) structure below 154 GPa. This is the phase of
GeO2 predicted to be thermodynamically stable from ∼60
to 300 GPa, demonstrating that the lowest energy structure
can be formed under ramp compression in GeO2. We
observe that the HP-PdF2-type phase persists to 440 GPa,
above its theoretically predicted upper stability limit (at
0 K). Above 498 GPa, a post-HP-PdF2 phase is observed
and assigned to the cotunnite-type phase (Pnam) based on
its density and by comparison with ramp-compressed
SnO2. The cotunnite-type phase persists up to 882 GPa.
This is consistent with theoretical predictions of the
stability of this phase to at least 600 GPa. The structures
in this work span a wide range of cation coordination
values starting from 4 (α-quartz-type GeO2) and reaching
6 or 6þ 2 (HP-PdF2-type) and 9 (cotunnite-type), dem-
onstrating that formation of highly coordinated crystalline
phases is feasible from low-coordination starting materials
under ∼10-ns ramp compression. Our work also shows
that low-symmetry structures can be identified under ramp
compression, which is useful in probing geological
materials, many of which are expected to have lower-
symmetry, noncubic structures under the conditions of
deep exoplanetary interiors.
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